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Integral representation formulas are established for functions of exponential 
growth satisfying a system of homogeneous partial differential equations with 
constant coefficients. This is a special case of a theorem of Ehrenpreis, but our 
proof is relatively short and gives the representing measures explicitly. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ehrenpreis [1] (Chapter VII, Th. 7.1) established an integral representation 
formula for functions or distributions on R ~ satisfying a system of homogeneous 
partial differential equations with constant coefficients: 
( ~ ~)  
Pk(D)f=~O, k= 1,...,K, D~-  -~x I ,..., ~x,~ " 
This result is very deep and its proof rather long and intricate. In the present 
paper we show that if one restricts attention to C ~ functions on R n which are 
of exponential growth, it is possible to derive the formula by classical methods. 
Moreover, it is possible to obtain the measures featuring in the representation 
explicitly in terms of the represented solution. A's a fringe benefit we also obtain 
what "Goursat data" on the boundary of the ordant [0, ~)~ (or any other ordant) 
is sufficient o determine the values of the solution in the interior of that ordant. 
Our tools are all old-fashioned: Laplac~ transform, Green's identity and residues. 
The discrete analog of the present paper, i.e. the case where partial differential 
equations are replaced by partial difference quations, has been done in Zeilberger 
[4], which is a prerequisite. In fact, since most of the proofs are similar, we shall 
not give complete proofs, but instead describe how to  adapt the proofs of [4] 
to the present situation. 
We are going to prove the following 
THEOREM. Let PI(D),..., P~:(D) be a collection of partial differential operators 
with constant coefficents, where D -~ (O/Ox a ,..., O/gx~). Then there exist algebraic 
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varieties V 1 ,..., V,  in C n and differential operators with polynomial coefficients 
~1 ,..., 0~ such that the following holds: I f  u e C~(R"), I u(x~ ..... x~)[ <~ 
Ce Axlwzl+'''+A"I~l, Ai ~ O, and 
P~(D)u =-- O, k -=- 1,..., K, (0.1) 
t 
then given A i > A i , i ~ 1 ..... n, we can find the measures izl ..... I% supported in 
g 1 , . . . ,  V a respectively and also in I~i~=l ([ Re zi ] < A~} and a positive function k 
of polynomial growth such that 
u(x) = (e~e~') ~)  (x~ = x~ + ... + x.~.).  
J=l j 
Conversely, every function of the form (0.2) satisfies the system (0.1). 
(0.2) 
1. SOME PRELIMINARIES ON THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM 
Given a function defined on {t ~ 0} we define its Laplace transform (Williams 
[3], p. 1) 
~Cf(F) = f+(s) -- e-StF(t) at. (1.1) 
I f F  is of exponential growth A: 
IF(t)] ~< Ce At, A >/O, 
f+(s) is an analytic function of the complex variable sin the half plane Re s > A. 
I f F  is C ° on [0, oo) thenf+(s) has the asymptotic expansion ([3], p. 17) 
f+(s) ~ F(")(O) Res ~ A' = s~+------i-- > A, (1.2) 
n=0 
meaning that lims.~ sf+(s) ~ F(0), lim~o sZ[f+(s) - -  F(O)/s] = F'(0) etc. 
We can get F(t) back fromf+(s) by ([3], p. 67) 
1 fR e*~f+(s) ds (A' > A, t > 0). (1.3) F(t) = ~ es=A' 
Note that for t < 0 the right hand side vanishes. Similarly, ifF(t) is defined in 
(-- 0% 0] then 
0 
f_(s) =- [ e-~tF(t) dt 
ao 
defines an analytic function in Re s < --A and 
27ri es=-A" eS~f-(s) ds = F(t), t < O, 
=0,  t>0.  
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Thus, if F e C°~(R), ]F(t)l ~< Ce al~I 
F(t)  = (2~ri) -1 /Res=A' e~f+(s) ds + (2~i) ~ fRes=-A' e~f-(s) ds (1.4) 
first for t @ 0 and then, by continuity, for all t. With a slight change of notation, 
(f+ , f_ )  is the Fourier-Carleman transform of F and (1.4) is the generalization 
of the Fourier inversion formula to functions of exponential growth. 
What we did for R can be done just as well for R ~. Thus if IF(t1 ,..., tn) l 
exp(A11 tl ] + "'" + A~ I t~ 1), R+ = [0, oo), R_ = (--o% 0], then 
/ - -  
f±...±(s) = | e-S'F(t) dt 
d R :k .  . . Rz l :  
(st =s f lx+' "+snt~,dt  =dtadt  2" ' 'dt~)  is an analytic function of the 
n 
complex variable s = (s 1 .... , s~) in I-[i=1 ± {Rest > Ai} and 
1 
F( t ) -  (2~ri)" flIL~{Re~,=±A~ e f~ "±(s) ds (1.5) 
t where ds = ds 1 "" ds, , A i > ai , i = 1,..., n and the sum extends over all 2 n 
choices of signs. 
Until further notice we shall consider only F c C°~(R+~). Analogous to (1.2) 
we have, if f (s) = f+...+(s) = fR+, e-~tF(t) dt, the asymptotic expansion 
F(~)(0) in f l  {Res~ > A~}, (1.6) f(,)-- E 
aeN ~ i=1  
A'  i > A i . Here, N = {0, 1, 2,...} is the set of nonnegative integers and a = 
(~a ..... ~,) ,s ~ =s  . . . . .  s% ~-~ 1 = (~a+ 1,..., ~ + 1). 
Let t -= (~, ~) and the dual variables -= (~, ~), if we expandf(s) by powers of 
(~)-1, f ( s )  -= Z~'~ivk (a'(k)/g~'+J), where k is the number of variables in ~, then 
a'~(~) is the Laplace transform (w.r. to ~) of 8~'u restricted to ~ = 0. For example, 
if f ( s )  = Z, \0  (a~(~)/s?), s = (s~ , ~) 
ao(~ ) = ( u(O, t 2 ..... tn ) e-t2s2- . . . .  t,s, dt 2 ... dr, 
~R ~-~ 
al(s) fu~-i ~Su (0, te ,..., t~) e -t~s~ . . . . .  ~ dt~ ... dG 
etc. Also, the Laplace transform of D~F is ~(D~F)  ==- s ~ ~>~ (F(~)(O)/s~+l). 
From now on all our functions will be assumed to be of exponential growth. 
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2. FURTHER PRELIMINARIES 
We already mentioned that the Laplace transform of F ~ C~(R+ ~) has the 
asymptotic expansion 
F(~)(0) (1.6) 
f (s)  = ~ s.+l 
c~ E N r~ 
I f  y is a subset of N n we define 
F(~)(0) (2.1) 
aC, f (s)  = E s=+l 
ote'g 
As in section 2 of [4] we define a hyperplane to be a subset of N ~ of the form 
BI Bn n A(rl ..... rn ) = I-Ii=, {ai ~Bi ri}, where r i ~ N, Bi is 0 or 1 and >1 is ~>, ~>0 is = .  
n 
The dimension of this hyperplane is Y,i=x fit. I f  fit = 1 ~ r¢ = 0, A(r~l,..., r~=) 
is called a ful l  hyperplane. As noted is the last section, if y is a hyperplane say 
y A(ri 1 ..... rlel; o = r~+ i ,••., r~ °) then ~f  is s 1 r l , . . . ,  Sn fn times the Laplace trans- 
form of D~t "" D~F restricted to tk+ i . . . . .  t~ = 0. Thus ~¢~f is determined 
by the values of a certain partial derivative o f f  on a certain subset of the boundary 
of R+ n. Let us also note that since 
{~ ~r~} =N- -{~ = 1}- -{~ =2} . . . . .  {~=r , - -  1}, 
every hyperplane can be expressed in terms of full hyperplanes. 
Similar to the definition in [4] which dealt with power series we define 
DEFINITION'. A collection of asymptotic series {¢,}~=1 is said to be poly- 
N 
nomially dependent if there exist polynomials {Pi}~=I such that ~i=lPi¢i  =- O, 
otherwise it will be said to be polynomially independent. {¢}~v=~ will be said to be 
completely polynomially independent if {~ ¢i ; Y a full hyperplane, i = 1,..., N} 
is polynomially independent• I f  {Yi ,..., YN} is a collection of hyperplanes, 
¢i = ~, f  are completely polynomially independent iff Yl ,..., YN are mutually 
• . . " ~ - - r  - -1  - - r} - - I  - - r}+ - -1  
disjoint. Let 7 = A(rli, ''', r~ 1; r°+l, ' ' ' ,  rn °) then ~¢,f = s 1 i . . .  S/c $/c+1 i . . .  
- rn - - i  s n ¢(s~ ,..., sk). ¢(s~ ,..., s~) will be termed a part off .  Notice that i f f  is holo- 
morphic in YI i~l {Rezi > A',} then ¢ is holomorphic in 1-I,k=~ {Rez~ > A;}. 
As in [4] and with a similar proof we have 
LEM~aA 2.1. Given a collection of hyperplanes {y} and an asymptotic series f,  
there exists a collection of completely poIynomially independent asymptotic series 
which are parts off, such that each ~ f can be expressed as a polynomial combination 
of asymptotic series from the second collection. 
Finally we observe that i f¢  is an asymptotic series, q a rational function and y 
a full hyperplane then by (the formal) Leibnitz' rule 
~(q¢)  = y '  q,~¢~,¢, 
where qi are rational functions and the Yi are full hyperplanes. 
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3. THE GREENING OF LAPLACE 
Let P(D) be a partial differential operator of order m and let F e C~(R+~), 
then by Green's identity (Friedman [2], p. 3) 
fR+" [P(D)F]e-S~ dt -  fR+ F(t)[P(--D)e-~] dt = faR+, B[F, e -~'] dS~ (3.1) 
where dS~ is the surface dement on ~R+ n and B[u, v] = ~ vjBj[u, v], vj being 
the jth cosine direction in the normal to ~R+ ~ at x(x ~ OR+ ~) and B~[u, v] are 
bilinear expressions ofu and v of order ~<m -- 1. Suppose now that P(D)F =-- 0 
in R+% then the first integral of (3.1) vanishes and since P(--D)e -~ = P(s)e -~* 
we have 
~R +n "J O R + n 
Thus, for appropriate full hyperplanes Y we have 
P(s) f(s) = E p,(s) ~f (s ) .  (3.3) 
"F 
Conversely if f (s) satisfies (3.3) and is holomorphic in some ]--I,~x {Rezi > A,} 
then by using the inversion formula it is easy to see thatfis the Laplace transform 
of a function F satisfying P(D)F ~ O. 
Dividing (3.3) by P(s) and employing Lemma 2.1 we get 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F e C°~(R+~), P(D)F ~ O, and let f(s) be the Laplace trans- 
form ofF. Then there exist rational functions qi and asymptotic series 6i , completely 
polynomially independent, which are parts off, such that 
f(s) = i qi~i, 
i=1 
Note that each ~i is an asymptotic series (and a holomorphic function) depending 
on less ~ that n variables. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 in [4] translates verbatim to the following 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 61 .... , ~Jv be asymptotic series satisfying the relation 
N L i 
X - o (,1 
i=l ~=i 
where Pi,~ are polynomials and y~ are full hyperplanes. Then there exists a collection 
of completely polynomially independent asymptotic series 61 ..... ~b~t such that each 
of the (~'s is a rational combination of the ~b's. Furthermore, the ~b's are parts of 
the q~' s. 
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Using (3.3) of the present paper instead of (4.3) of [4], the proof of Theorem 4.1 
in [4] translates to the following 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f(s) be the Laplace transform of F ~ C~(R+ ~) satisfying the 
system 
Pk(D)F -~ O, k = 1,..., K. (0.1) 
Then there exist rational functions {mj}l s and subsets of variables Bj C (s 1 ,..., s~} 
which only depend on {P1 ,'", PK} such that 
J 
f(s) = ~, m~(s)¢~(Bj). (3.4) 
j=l 
The ¢j(Bj)'s are completely polynomially independent asymptotic series (and 
holomorphic functions) which are parts of f. Conversely, given asymptotic series 
¢1,.-., t s ,  then if f, given by (3.4) is analytic in some region I-Ii~=l {Re z~ > A~}, F 
satisfies the system (0.1). 
Note that (3.4) determines F inside R+ '~ by some "Goursat data" on its 
boundary. 
4. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Lemma 5.1 of [4] translates in the present context o the following 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p(s), q(s) be any polynomials in n complex variables, s = 
(s 1 .... , Sn) and let 
= A . . . .  {Re = :kAY} F {Re S£+ 1 = ZC k+l} X X S n 
Dr = {--A;+I < Re s~+ 1 < A;+I } × "'" × {--A• < Re s,~ < A~,} 
where {Re s i = :J=Ai} is the infinite closed contour in the complex si plane consisting 
of the lines Re si = + Ai  , Re s i = -- Ai . There exists an algebraic variety W C C ~ 
of dimension lower than k such that if s = (~, }), ~ = (sl ..... s~) ~ C ~ - W 
de~ f p(s) u(s) Tu(~) q(s) ds~+l "'" ds~ 
Jr (4.1) 
x 
~=1 (,~,,~) F~ 
~eDp 
where V 1 ,..., V~ are some algebraic varieties and ~1 ..... ~ are some differential 
operators with rational coefficients in ~/&k+l "'" ~/&n. I f  Tu =~ 0 then O~u = 0 
on V~ for every p = I .... , a. 
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We can now complete the proof of the theorem. All that was done for the 
ordant R+ ~ is repeated for the other 2 ~ -- 1 ordants R:~ X "" x R:~, getting a 
representation like (3.4) forf±...~:(s) which is holomorphic in y[/=~ {Re s/>_d/}. 
N.ow if Bj C {sl ,... , s~}, say B~ = {s 1 ..... sk} then the very same ms(s ) ~j(B~) 
appears in the representation f 2n-kf+...±s only with (possibly) adifferent sign. 
This follows from the fact that Cj(Bj) ---- ¢i(s 1 .... , sk) corresponds to boundary 
information ofF  in {tk+ 1 = -'- --  t~ = 0} and this set is a subset of the boundary 
of 2 ~-~ R± × "- x R±'s and our algorithm will yield the same mj(s) Cj(Bj) with 
appropriate sign in the 2 n-~ correspondingf=...t's. All we have to do now is to 
substitute thef±...±'s in (1.5) an apply Lemma 4.1 very much as it was done in 
section 6 of [4]. By examining our algorithm it is also seen that the last statement 
of the theorem holds. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
We shall find the integral representation formula for solutions of the system 
( ~ ~ ) 
(D?  - -  De)F  - -  O, DeeF  - -  0 D1  = ' D .  = . 
(Compare [4], section 7, example 2 and Ehrenpreis [1], p. 37). 
The Green from of D1 e --  D 2 is 
B[u, v] = [vDlu -- uDlv]vl -- [uvJv., 
where vj is the jth cosine direction of the outward normal ~R+ eat x(x ~ OR+e). 
By (3.2) 
(s~ 2 -- se) f (s~ , se) = ~" e-~t~DiF(O , t2) at 2 + s~ ( e-~2teF(O, te) dte 
J~ 1>~0 Jtl)O 
- -  ;tQ>.o e-'~tlF(tl ' O) dt 1 
i.e. 
(sl 2 --  se) f (s l ,  se) ~ [coeff. of s~ -e inf(s)] + sl[coeff, of s~ 1 inf(s)] 
--  [coeff. of  S2 "1 in f ( s ) ] .  (5.1) 
This is an algebraic equation for asymptotic series. Instead of working with 
the asymptotic seriesf(s) = ~N~ F(~I(0)/s=+l it would be much more convenient 
to work with the formal power series 
a~N 2 
Thus, 
g(ffl, °'2) = °11ff2-~c(o1-1, o'~ -1) 
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and (5.1) turns into 
o-,~ ~ (o, o-2) + ~g(O, ~)  - ~?g(~,  o) (5.2) (o-2 0"12 ) g(o-1, (72) 
also because Ds2F ~ 0 we have 
g(crl, o-s) == +((r,) @ o-2~b(o-1) 
where 




Now (5.2) and (5.3) turn out to be (with g = f, o-1 = z, ~r 2 = w) the same 
equations as in the corresponding example 2 of [4] and by a simple algebraic 
manipulation which is worked out in detail there, we get 
g(o-~, o-s) = a + b~ + c(~ 2 + o-?) + d(o-~ 3 + o-~s) 
where a = 4(0) = F'°,°)(0), b =- 4'(0) = F(*.°)(0), c = 4(0) = F(°,t)(0), d = 
¢'(o) = Fa.1)(0). 
Thus 
f (h  , h)  : asT~s-; ~+ bff~s~ 1 + ~(s71s~ 2 + Sl~S~ 1) + d(sT~s~  + s-iSs-;~) • (5.4) 
Until now we computed f++ = f by applying Green's identity to R+ × R+. 
Similarly we get, by applying it to the other quadrants, that 
f~:~(s) = (--  1):L( - 1)~f(s). (5.5) 
Substituting (5.4), (5.5) in (1.5) and putting 
F = {Res 1 = :LA1} × {Re s~ = ~:As} 
we shall obtain F as the contour integral 
(21ri) 2 F(t) =- a f r  $1ls~leSt dsl d$2 -~ b fl ~ $12S21e st d$1 d, 2 
fT' -1 --2 -}- C (S 1 S s -~ SlsS21)e st ds I ds2 
+ d fr  (s-14s21 + s~s~e)eS* dsl ds~. 
Let E 1 = alas 1 , E s = ~/~s2 then 
F(t) = ae st [s=o + bE1 e** [,=o + c(½E~ + E2) e~t l,=o + d({E13 + E1E2) es' I~=o. 
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With the notation of the theorem we have: V 1= V~ == V 3= V 4~(0};  
~1 ~- identity, 8~ = E t , 83 = ½El 2 + E 2 , 84 -~ -~E13 + ErE 2 ; tzl = a6, ~ = b~, 
#~ = c8, /~ = d~, where 3 is the Dirac measure. F is completely determined by 
the Goursat data F(0), F(1,°)(0), F(°a)(0) and F(t.1)(0). 
Remark. I t  is no accident hat (5.2), (5.3) which are satisfied by g are also 
satisfied by f in example 2 of [4]. For  g(~) = E F(~)(O) a~ and if you put G(~) = 
F(~)(0) then 
E a~G(o~ + fi) = E a~F(~+B'(O) : [D~P(D)F](O) 
where P(D)= ~.a~D ~. Thus G satisfies the partial difference equation 
P(X)G ~ O, where 
X = (Xa .... , X,) ,  (X~ f)(aa ,.-., a,)  = f (~ ..... c~ -k 1,..., a,). 
As a matter of fact, it if possible to get Lemma (3.3) directly from Theorem 4.1 
of [4], however this has the disadvantage that it would only work fo rF  e C~(R n) 
whereas the present proof can be easily modified so as to apply for F ~ C~(R ~) 
as well. 
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